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Clinical trial complexity is growing as the industry adapts to 
COVID-19 disruptions, increasing data sources, and evolving 
patient expectations. Add on the fact that many studies are 
conducted across international borders and involve more 
stakeholders than ever, and streamlining trial processes is even 
harder. 

Coordinating between sponsors, CROs, multiple sites, and 
patients has become almost unmanageable using paper-based and 
manual processes. Clinical operations teams are advancing study 
management by adopting new strategies and technologies that bring 
together data, processes, and workflows to streamline trial execution. 

The Problem
Complexity at the heart of clinical operations
Today’s trials have complicated protocols, generate larger amounts of 
data, and span several geographies and diverse regulatory requirements. 
This makes real-time reporting a significant challenge since insights are 
required within shorter timeframes more often. (Figure 1)  

Most clinical operations teams cannot cope with these 
requirements because of legacy solutions that support outdated, 
paper-driven, and onsite processes. Key challenges include:

• Delays: Too much time is spent capturing and tracking protocol 
deviations or follow-up items for trip reports, reconciling 
information, and double-checking reporting accuracy. 

• Productivity issues: Clinical teams are turning to disparate 
systems and processes, including local file shares and emails, 
to collaborate because existing systems are too hard to use or 
cannot adapt to changes quickly enough.

• Lack of transparency: Insufficient visibility due to data and 
system siloes, including poorly integrated external databases, 
can have an impact on study oversight.

The Solution
Applying piecemeal upgrades to legacy systems has not supported 
innovation or led to transformation in clinical operations. As many 
reach the end of their useful life, a new breed of digital clinical 
trial management system (CTMS) is transforming how studies are 
conducted. Modern, cloud-based applications that can easily share 
data and documents with other applications like electronic trial 
master file (eTMF) and study start-up are now available, removing the 
need for integrations. They ensure all milestones during study start-
up and conduct are aligned across clinical applications and share site 
information, document lists, and reports with key stakeholders.

Bringing together documents and data
Unifying trial documents and operational data in a single system 
centralises clinical processes, improves accuracy, and enables 
strategic planning. For example, if team members can see all 
information for an upcoming planned site initiation visit, the team 
can use the combined data to decide how to prioritise their actions. 
That might be a contract that needs to be developed and reviewed; 
documentation that must be gathered for an investigational medicinal 
product release; or a monitor who needs to be briefed in order 
to conduct the study initiation visit. The work can be done in the 
optimal sequence quickly because team members can all access real-
time operational data and documents.

Historically, these processes have been tedious and manual, 
requiring reconciliation of document management systems and 
data. This slows essential actions or stops them from happening at all. 
The workflow of documents, for example – creating, reviewing, and 

Figure 1. Trends in Clinical Trial Complexity
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distributing – provides essential information that must be combined 
with the project management data in the CTMS, a task that would 
require a heavy administrative lift if teams manage trials across two 
systems.  

A modern application with strong document and data 
management capabilities can bridge the gaps that persist across older 
methods of managing trials. The form of the data no longer matters 
and combining information does not require manual steps. Having 
a complete view of the trial allows clinical operations teams to make 
timely, better decisions, improving the speed and quality of trials.

Just one platform
The cloud CTMS (Figure 2) sits at the heart of the information 
architecture of a clinical trial, providing a centralised source of truth. 
Traditionally, a monitor might have to wait for hours while three or 
four systems updated before being able to access a site report. Using 
a modern system, information is immediately available as soon as it 
is entered. Monitors and study teams can move seamlessly between a 
visit report in CTMS and the associated casebooks in their electronic 
data capture (EDC) to perform source data verification (SDV) or review.

Adopting clinical applications built on a common platform also 
helps to remove software integration bottlenecks. With a CTMS 
application that can easily connect to other solutions, there is no need 
for clunky integrations or customisations. Even upgrades are simpler, 
ensuring the latest functionality without costly professional services 
or consultants.

Change is Happening
The industry is looking ahead
Clinical leaders are already taking action to unify clinical systems 
as 83% say that they already have, or plan to have, an initiative in 
place to bring together their clinical operations landscape. For CROs, 
this percentage was even higher with 90% saying that they plan to 

integrate and streamline their systems and processes in the next 12 
months. 

Most CROs acknowledged that they need to improve information 
sharing among study partners to reduce manual processes, speed up 
study execution and improve collaboration. Unsurprisingly, the use 
of CTMS has also grown dramatically in this group. In 2020, 73% of 
CROs said that they were using a CTMS, compared with only 58% 
in 2017.  

Case study: ARG
One such CRO, Atlantic Research Group (ARG), was able to execute 
studies in less time, with fewer errors, when it upgraded to a 
modern cloud CTMS. The organisation provides clinical programme 
development services focused on oncology, immunology, rare, and 
neurodegenerative diseases. As the operational arm for sponsors’ 
clinical studies, ARG aims to make every engagement highly 
individualised. With a focus on innovation and speed, ARG sought 
to eliminate manual processes to better serve sponsors and study 
partners. Hunter Walker, chief technology officer, says “our goal with 
automation is to free our resources to tackle challenging tasks and 
solve bigger problems, not reduce headcount.”

Following success with Vault eTMF, ARG felt they could drive 
even greater efficiencies and service levels by modernising their 
CTMS. They chose to replace their proprietary system with Vault 
CTMS. “We wanted to keep our IT team small, nimble, and focused 
on clinical research processes, not server architectures, operational 
systems, and security,” explains Walker.

Moving to a unified platform enabled ARG to execute studies in 
a more efficient way. Clinical research associates (CRAs) previously 
spent long durations on every trip report, and with 10 CRAs and 
100 reports over the life of the study, this became a significant cost. 
Adding in QC hours to review work done by the CRAs exacerbated 

Figure 2. Common Clinical System Architecture
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costs. Now that the entire trip report and confirmation letter process 
is automated in Vault CTMS and auto-filed in Vault eTMF, these 
inefficiencies have been eliminated. Trip reports are now much easier 
for CRAs to perform and they can focus on more important activities 
during monitoring visits.

Collaboration is a Key
The industry has recognised that improving how information is 
shared between all study stakeholders is critical to long-term success. 
Organisations are looking to reduce manual processes, improve 
visibility and oversight, and speed trials. Because so many critical 
trial processes are still managed with legacy systems and trackers, the 
industry is in search of a better way of working together. 

By adopting applications that automate information flow, sponsors 
and CROs can connect their clinical systems directly to streamline 
processes. For example, working with a unified clinical solution enables 
sponsors to immediately create site candidate lists from CTMS and 
use site performance data from EDC and CTMS to target the best sites. 
Sponsors can easily collect input from investigators on study feasibility, 
allowing them to spend less time coordinating and tracking surveys. 
Milestones are aligned and shared between CTMS and the study 
start-up application so key activities are automated, site activation is 
faster, and documents are automatically filed in eTMF. By transforming 
information exchange from manual and paper-based to digital and 
automated, the industry can improve collaboration in studies.

The continued adoption of decentralised approaches in trials is 
also improving information sharing across study stakeholders. For 
example, many companies still manage patient informed consent 
manually, in person, and on paper. Solutions like eConsent provide 
a complete digital experience, making it easier for patients to 

understand and provide informed consent, and for sponsors, CROs, 
and sites to exchange documents and data.

Looking ahead, the organisations that embrace a modern CTMS 
system that easily connects to other key systems – not only within 
the sponsor, but CRO, site and remote patient data collection as well 
– will accelerate trials and reduce overall costs. A modern CTMS is 
the foundation that enables a patient-centric digital clinical trials 
strategy. If the core infrastructure is outdated, inflexible and hard 
to integrate, it makes patient-centric studies much more complex 
to run. By bringing together sponsors, CROs, sites, and patients, 
the industry is enabling better collaboration and faster execution 
across trials. 

We’re only scratching the surface, but the advancements will 
continue to be swift. The industry is moving quickly toward trials that 
are fully digital, connected, and fast. This is benefitting the industry as 
a whole and will help speed the delivery of medicines to the patients 
that need them. 


